Abstract: Physics Education Research uses multiple theoretical perspectives to describe student reasoning and behavior. Two common lenses are difficulties and knowledge pieces. In the difficulties paradigm, researchers focus on identifying specific topics or questions that pose challenges to students without making claims regarding underlying cognition. In the pieces paradigm, the focus is on describing the structure of student ideas, which are often found to be developed on-the-fly, easy to change, and can be described as made up of chunks of knowledge that are not inherently correct or incorrect. I use these lenses to examine the methods students use when solving first order separable differential equations in the context of air resistance problems and discuss several difficulties students have when incorporating boundary conditions. Additionally, using air resistance as a context, I expand upon resources, a model of student thinking that falls into the pieces paradigm, introducing procedural resources as a type of resource and giving several examples of procedural resources used in the incorporation of boundary conditions. Finally, I extend existing links between the resources model and epistemic games, script-like activities used to describe the creation of new knowledge.
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